At McGraw Hill, we’re committed to supporting academic integrity.

- Internal analytics alert us to suspicious activity on our digital platforms
- Secured access to instructor resources
- A team dedicated to investigating piracy and integrity violations

Connect & Academic Integrity

With a simple, consistent layout of course resources and interactive assignments, integrated SmartBook readings and personalized quizzes to motivate and build student confidence, Connect makes it easy to create a course that promotes academic integrity.

Creating high-integrity assessments in Connect

Leverage Connect’s built-in policies and question types to design high-integrity assignments.

- Assessment policies, including time limits, disabling printing, password protection, question pooling, and question scrambling
- A variety of available question types such as algorithmic questions, adaptive learning assignments and writing assignments
- Limited feedback and answers displayed to students to avoid answer-sharing

Remote proctoring capabilities

McGraw Hill and Proctorio have partnered to deliver academic integrity tools within Connect, including browser-locking capabilities, student identity verification and remote proctoring. Instructors get an at-a-glance view of potential academic integrity concerns with instant and detailed reporting. Proctorio’s basic suite of features is included with Connect at no extra cost.

Want to hear more about how Connect can support academic integrity in your course? Let’s chat.